Abstract. Rayleigh lidar observations of mesosphere temperature profiles obtained from 40 to -100 km from Logan, Utah (41.7, 111.8 W, altitude, 1.9 km) over 10 nights in late February, 1995, revealed an interesting development between 60 to 75 km of a winter mesosphere inversion layer with an amplitude of -20-30 K and a downward phase progression of -1 km/hr. The data also showed two altitude regions exhibiting significant cooling of 10-30 K in extent. These were located below and above the peak of the inversion layer, respectively, at altitudes of-50-55 km and -70-80 km. When these results were compared with the predictions of a global wave scale model (GSWM), the observed thermal mesosphere structure is similar to the computed composite tidal structure based upon the semi-diurnal and diurnal tides with the exception that observed amplitudes of heating and cooling are -10x larger than predicted GSWM values. We suggest that these events over Utah are caused through a localized mechanism involving the coupling of gravity waves to the mesopause tidal structure.
Introduction
Explorations of the winter mesosphere thermal structure from 50 to 105 km with Rayleigh lidar [Hauchecorne et al., 1987] , sodium temperature lidar [States and Gardner, 1998 ] and satellite remote sensing [Clancy et al., 1994 , LeBlanc and Hauchecorne, 1997] have all detected an interesting feature of the thermal structure called the mesosphere inversion layer. It was first discovered in falling sphere observations by Schmidlin [1975] . The amplitude of the enhancement observed is typically ~25 K but can be as high as 100 K [Meriwether et al., 1994] . The rate of occurrence is nearly continuous (>85%) for winter but sporadic for summer (<40%).
The physical mechanism producing the inversion layer structure is not well understood. Temperature profiles were retrieved through the application of the hydrostatic law and the ideal gas equation of state [Meriwether et al., 1994] . The starting altitude of the analysis is determined by using the altitude at which the ratio of noise to signal is 6%, which typically was within the range of 80 -90 km for data averaged over one hour and smoothed over 3 kin. The top-side temperature required for the temperature analysis was selected 'from MSIS-E90 predictions, an empirical model describing seasonal and nightly variations of the middle atmosphere density and temperature structure [Hedin, 1991 ] .
Instrumentation and Analysis
The global-scale wave model ( Hagan [ 1996] . GSWM predicts that the tidal response over Logan Utah is dominated by the diurnal temperature cycle at altitudes below 60 km and by the semi-diurnal tidal mode variation above 75 km. The interface region in between is where the GSWM model predicts an "inversion layer" featuring a temperature increase of-2-3 K. This overall structure implies that the phase progression of the combined diurnal and semidiurnal temperature response will be c•nsistent with the vertical structure of the diurnal tide.
Results
The persistence of the inversion layer over Utah during 10 nights totaling -90 hours of lidar observations is illustrated in Figure 1 . Generally, the observing periods for these nights, These results encouraged us to examine temperature fluctuations, ATs, for observations averaged over 10 minutes to look more closely at the diurnal altitude variations of heating and cooling regions during the night. To minimize possible aliasing problems, the approach adopted was to compute AT values with respect to the MSIS-90 temperature model [Hedin, 1991 ] Figures 2b and 2d) A coupling between breaking gravity waves and the mesosphere tidal structure [Walterscheid, 1981] Our results as well as those of States and Gardner 1998] illustrate a problem for the study of mesosphere thermal struc-ture whether from ground or space. If an inversion layer generated by tidal activity is not fully sampled over 24 hours, then aliasing would become serious in computing AT profiles. Such effects in deriving the perturbed thermal structure can be reduced by using the MSIS model as the reference profile required for the analysis. While some weak artifacts may appear, this approach does make possible the examination of the evolution of the major features of the AT structure throughout the night and from night to night.
To summarize, both the disturbed character of the temperature profile seen in the February nights, the development of 5-8 km wide heating or cooling regions characterized by a vertical separation of ~25 km, the large magnitude of these differences relative to the GSWM predictions, the repetitive appearance and strong variability of this structure over 10 nights raise new questions as to the origins of the inversion layer. The similarity of the overall structure observed to the GSWM predictions with respect to phase progression and altitude separation of the cold regions suggests that mesosphere tidal activity combined with enhanced fluxes of gravity waves may influence the development of the inversion layer. The marked variation between the perturbed thermal structures for the two nights of February 28 and March 1 leads to the inference that when the gravity wave flux is reduced significantly, the amplitude of the inversion layer will diminish as well.
To improve our understanding of the physics of the forcing of the mesospheric tidal structure to produce the enhanced amplitudes observed, three requirements must be satisfied in future studies. The lidar altitude coverage needs to include several cycles of the diurnal tidal structure, i.e., ~25 km to 100 km, to determine the vertical extent over which the coupling interactions might be taking place. Day and night observations averaged over several days are necessary to sample the mesosphere thermal structure properly to derive an accurate reference temperature profile free of aliasing effects. Finally, such measurements should feature not just improved temporal resolution of temperature profiles that giant lidar systems can provide but should also include mesosphere wind measurements t o observe possible wind shear effects arising from the gravity wave-tidal structure coupling. Diffusive heat transport enhanced by convective or shear instability processes may cause the large amplitudes for the inversion layer reported here.
